**CMIP5 Model Analysis Workshop**

Hosted by the International Pacific Research Program (IPRC) at the University of Hawaii, Honolulu, March 5-9, 2012

Short-presentation/poster format (used in CMIP3 Model Analysis Workshop in March, 2005; IPCC workshop in April, 2009)

5 day workshop, ten ½ day sessions, ~15 presenters per session, 150 participants; a few invited overview plenary talks (9AM-noon, lunch noon to 1:30; talk 1:30-2:30; 2:30-5:30)

Room size is limitation; could accept a few additional attendees:
1. IPCC AR5 lead authors (one representative from ch 9, 10, 11, 12)
2. US National Assessment committee members (possibly a few); a BAMS paper will be produced for U.S.-related results relevant to the US National Assessment
3. Representatives of modeling groups (~15 additional?)
4. U.S. funding agency reps (maybe a couple)

Program committee: WGCM co-chairs (Meehl, Bony), CMIP Panel chair (Stouffer) and additional CMIP Panel members Taylor, Covey Mitchell Latif

Will likely have to subselect papers from a larger number of submitted abstracts
Criteria: priority will be given to multi-model CMIP5 papers; keep in mind coverage from the various experiment types from CMIP5
Meeting web page set up by Nov. 15; start publicizing then through WCRP, CLIVAR, AIMES, etc. email aliases; initial abstract deadline Dec. 15; final acceptance Jan 15?